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where do we stand ? 

  from a normative approach :  
   IMS is “ a collection of institutions, rules and  conventions 

“  (Carney) : Gold Standard and Bretton Woods 

  to a “ market  + IMF” based system : 
1.  freedom and diversity in exchange rates and capital 

account regimes 
2.  financial market discipline on national policies 
3.  IMF surveillance  



questions with the current “system” 

1.  capital flows (and discipline) potentially destabilizing 

2.  divergences in capital account and exchange rate regimes 

3.  divergences of interests and policy (G20 framework) 

4.  IMF surveillance  perceived as “asymmetric” 

5.  other natural asymmetries  when adjustment: needed  
  between surplus and deficit countries  
  between reserve and non- reserve currencies 



no “one size fits all” in a multipolar 21th 
century 

  potentially several “systemic” currencies 

  countries are different : 
  level of development 
  social preferences (savings) 
 demography 
  financial development 

  some differences “natural”, some policy induced : 
important to see the distinction 



look at  

I.  global imbalances 

II.  liquidity provision 

III.  international stores of value 

IV.  and…exchange rate regimes 



I.  global imbalances 

  both “structural” and policy induced. Important to disentangle 
the two causes 

  partly endogenous to the system : asymmetries in financial 
development 

  those same asymmetries have played an important role in 
triggering the crisis (asset shortages). Crisis and global 
imbalances:  “ the product of common causes” 

  Imbalances may prove resistant to ER movements :  financing vs 
adjustment 



more symmetry in financial development 
and capital accounts ? 

  for capital importers,  need for an insurance against 
external capital/liquidity shocks 

  for capital exporters, need for a protection against 
valuation losses 



II. international liquidity and reserves 

  the crisis was an “aggregate liquidity shock” both 
domestic and international 

  domestic and international liquidity follow the same 
dynamics, driven by risk aversion and leverage 

  when “private” liquidity contracts, public provision 
substitutes : lender of last resort for domestic ; 
foreign exchange reserves for international 



foreign exchange reserves 

  constantly growing in the last decade : the need for self 
insurance 

  If nothing changes, trend may be expected to continue : 
  only very imperfect substitutes available: FCL, Swaps 
  new drivers : FOREX as a tool for  internal financial stability 

( lender of last resort in dollars). Best explanatory : M2 

  nevertheless, many negative externalities 



multilateral liquidity provision 

  very strong rationale : “delink” international liquidity 
supply from balances of payment 

  a central issue : moral hazard 

  the current approach : many new facilities with different  
ex ante conditionality and stigma 

  an alternative approach : distinguish idiosyncratic shocks 
(self insurance) and systemic shocks (multilateral 
provision) 



contingent  liquidity provision 

  which trigger ? (Board decision, objective criteria) 

  where do ressources come from ? ( IMF general 
resources , SDRs “ frozen” allocations) 

  access : no conditionality; not linked to quotas; ex 
ante purchases ? 



regional arrangements 

  only efficient to absorb asymmetric liquidity shocks 
within a region 

  same moral hazard issues as global arrangements 

   but significant  scope  to underpin future regional 
financial integration  



III. international stores of value 

  there is need : 
 would support financial openness in the long run 
 potential for instability if huge portfolio reallocations 
  impact on oil and commodity producers incentives 

  but important difficulties 
 a basket or new fiat currency (with an intrinsic Triffin 

dilemma) 
 only as a counterpart for new rules and disciplines 



IV. exchange rates 

  from a monetary policy perspective, no reason to 
change current arrangements between  three main 
currency areas 

  an inescapable dilemma for emerging economies, and 
room for “soft capital controls” 

  a potential for increased instability if policy rates stay 
close to zero for an extended period of time 

  an area for research : exchange rates and financial 
stability when gross capital flows are important 


